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Subject: Submission of Internship Report. 

 

Dear Sir, 
With due respect, I am here to submit my Internship Report, which is a part of BSS 
(Hons) in Journalism and Mass Communication. It is a Great achievement to work under 
your active supervision. This report is based on the opportunity to work in The Daily 
Samakal for internship in the “Reporting Section” for twelve weeks, under the 
supervision of Mr.LotonEkram, Chief Reporter. This project gave me both academic & 
practical exposures. First of all I learned more about Newspaper& other organization of 
the country along with the practical experience. Secondly, the project gave me the 
opportunity to discover myself and developed a network within the media industry. 
 

I, therefore pray and hope request you to judge my report with patience and importance 

and comment on my best given efforts to this report. It would be my immense pleasure if 

you find this report useful and informative and I’ll be glad if you require any further 

clarification. 
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MdMehede Hasan Rubel 
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Executive Summary 

News media is the reflection of the society. I think the print media is the mainstream 

opportunity to show off a journalist’s capability. Because only a printed newspaper 

published the facts in details which is not possible in the electronic media for collapsed 

timing. The Daily Samakalis one of the leading mainstream newspapers, which has given 

me the golden opportunity to proved myself. 

I have always dreamt of serving the nation with all my heart and prove my work ability. 

That’s why I have decided to take Journalism and Mass Communication my academic 

arena. 4 years ago I made a choice and now I believe that I am able To serve the nations 

with my communication skill, talent and capabilty in the field of reporting. I have chosen 

of The Samakal for my internship because I believed that The Daily Samakal is one of 

leading daily’s and I can share my thoughts and show my talents to more people and also 

wanted to be a part of Interesting events. My academic skills helped me along this 

internship I also learned a lot of things from the practical field during the internship 

program. Now I don’t feel inconfident in writing 'straitjackets' and soft news in any print 

medium. With the help of my supervisor at The Daily Samakal, Mr. LotonEkram (Chief 

Reporter) other Reporters and co-workers I have learned about my mistakes and got the 

opportunity to improve my reports and skills. 
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What Is Journalism? 

Journalism is the act of writing about news related subjects for all mediums, print and 

non-print. It is also the complicated process of taking information and sifting through it, 

editing information, and giving it context. The journalist is always involved in the 

selection and presentation of what he or she considers to be noteworthy, and in meeting 

the standard of truth and honesty in reporting. Journalism incorporates everything from 

the "hard" news of politics and public affairs, to the softer side, which includes human 

interest and celebrity stories. Today, journalism also delivers lifestyle messages, medical 

updates, weather, science, education, and much more. 

Before news can be published on newsprint or read from a teleprompter, however, the 

ideas must be penned by an individual. This person is a journalist, and is most likely 

schooled in the art of writing for news outlets. That is because journalistic writing is 

much different from any other style of composition. There are several steps to the process 

of journalism that begins with gathering news from the local, national, or world 

community, and ends when it is disseminated via any number of media channels. These 

include radio and television, newspapers and magazines, and now, the ever-present and 

ubiquitous Internet. 

The majority of the global population relies on journalism to remain informed. Journalists 

act as the eyes and ears of the average person, and often as their mouthpiece, as well, 

which is not always advantageous. One thing is certain, journalism is an expanding 

profession. But, the question is, what type of people are journalists? The answer may 

surprise you. First and foremost, the majority of journalists are white males. 

Also, 24 hour news cycles have changed the work dynamic of journalism. Deadlines that 

might have been once in a 24-hour period are now fluid, continuous, non-stop. Today, 

there is a much greater reliance on audio and video than print, and people who work in 
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this part of the business consider themselves to be as much a part of the journalistic 

process as the writers and reporters. The paradigm of journalism is changing. 

 
What isInternship? 

An internship is an opportunity offered by an employer to potential employees, called 

interns, to work at a firm for a fixed period of time. Interns are usually undergraduates or 

students, and most internships last between a month and three months. Internships are 

usually part-time if offered during a university semester and full-time if offered during 

the vacation periods.An internship should give you practical skills, workplace experience 

and greater knowledge of that industry, in exchange for the employer benefiting from 

your labour.An internship can be either paid or voluntary. The trend is increasingly (and 

rightly) towards the former, as voluntary internships are often cited as exploitative. As 

you would expect, internships that pay well are usually the most competitive. They can be 

paid or voluntary. Throughout an internship one will develop a variety of soft skills, 

including communication skills, personal effectiveness, presentation skills, creative 

problem solving and influencing skills. 

It is important to differentiate between an internship and an apprenticeship, since they 

offer quite different experiences.Traditionally, apprenticeships were reserved to trade 

occupations such as construction or planning. More recently, apprenticeships are offered 

in an increasing number of industries, from accountancy to marketing.Apprenticeships 

can be a valuable route into employment, as apprentices often stay with their employer 

once they complete their vocational training, naturally progressing into a more senior 

role. Perhaps most importantly, an apprenticeship is a paid programme where you will 

earn at least the national minimum wage or apprenticeship rate depending on your 

age.Typically, an apprenticeship will last between 12 and 18 months, though this depends 

on the level of the qualification.By contrast, an internship doesn’t result in any formal 

qualification and is often for a much shorter period of time. And as mentioned previously, 

not all internships are paid. Internships, on the other hand, are more flexible and they 

allow you to try different companies, work in different roles and really explore an 

industry in depth.This can be beneficial if you are not really sure what direction your 

career is heading. Another factor that you should consider is your area of specialism – 
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some industries are more suitable for internships, while others are better suited to 

apprenticeships.  

Importance of Internship 

In today’s era of increase in vocational courses the importance of internships is gradually 
increasing. Internships can be seen as the simple job training period were one learns the 
functioning of an organization and ways of work in specialized area. There are number of 
companies which provide internships which could be paid or unpaid. Students choose 
internships based on their courses. Internships should be seen simply as an opportunity to 
learn skills and techniques in the area of your interest. Interns should see it as ways were 
you can establish your contacts and strengthen your career. 

The significance of communication can be compared to breathing. Communication 
facilitates the spread of knowledge and forms relationships between people. Journalism is 
a vast area of mass communication. A medium of communication which makes 
communication easy to the mass people for mass communication. Especially in the print 
media journalism has created its own sophisticated history. 

 A newspaper deals with various contents, not only news. Photo journal is unlike other 
contents this kind of journal makes the report more alive. By photo journal, we mean 
collection or gathering not only information but also the still image of that event which 
will make the news more interesting. Reporters do it through interviews, investigations 
and observation and by attending meetings, conferences and other functions. Reporters 
are given directions by editors to cover a particular event, known as assignments. They 
may be general assignments or special ones. Reporterswrite the news stories, which are 
called copies.  

Reporters get information about stories from many sources like television news, other 
news paper, radio bulletins or browsing the internet. A news report is also known as a 
news story. Unlike fiction, these are factual storie-incidents that have happened or things 
that are going to happen. Like a good story teller, the reporter duty is to narrate the story 
before the reader or listener or viewer. 

I have done my internship with many types of feature but most of the time I performed 
for the Press Club beat News The Daily Samakal. I have become very resourceful while 
working with my tasks given by my mentor and seniors at the organization. 
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The department of Journalism & Mass Communication of Daffodil International 
University provides an opportunity for internship which is of three-month duration. 
During this time interns need to complete the internship program. It is compulsory to 
submit the report on exact date before viva. I have done my program of internship from 
June13-2019 to September04-2019. 

Background of the Daily Samakal 

The Daily Samakal is a very popularNewspaper in Bangladesh which ispublished in both 

print and online.  It started its journeyon 31 may 2005 and since then ithas provided its 

readers huge informative contents along with unique presentation.Itis one of the most 

read Bengali Newspaper in Bangladesh. 

This leading organization is owner by Times media limited and Hameem Group. 

GolamSarwar has been its Editor since the daily's startafter his death at present Mustafiz 

Shafi is the acting Editor. A.K Azad has been its sole publisher till date. S.M. Shahab 

Uddin is serving as the Executive Director while MustafizShafi is performing his duties 

as the Executive Editor of the daily. Noted columnists regularly write for this newspaper. 

The newspaper has gained huge appreciation from Newspaper readers for objectivity and 

professionalism. Samakal e-paper 'www.esamakal.com' provides the experience and 

flavour of print newspaper in online to the readers. 

The online of the daily Samakal, www.samakal.com was opened to public on 26th March 

2013.Now it has turned into a reliable news hub for millions of visitors. According to the 

Google analysis, more than 20, 00,000 users visit this website with 1, 00, 00,000 page 

views on average per month from different countries across the globe. 

KalerKheya (Boat of the Time)', one of the most popular literary magazine of present era, 

is one of the weekly supplements of Samakal. Some other popular weekly supplements 

are 'Nandan', `Shaili', 'Taka AanaPai (Economy)', 'Techline', 'AlorPathojatri' etc. 
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Social Responsibilities of Samakal 

Every media house has a sectorto help thehelpless.The Daily Samakal has such a sector 

called ShuridShomabesh. Within a short moment ShuridShomabesh developed their 

regular activities we hope.  

Appearance of the Daily Samakal Online 
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Appearance of the e-samakal
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The Daily Samakal 

When I was interning at the Daily Samakal, my supervisor was Mr. Loton Ekram,Chief 

Reporter of the newspaper. He covers Generalbeat. He is responsible for assigning 

reporters to cover stories. He supported me in every ways possible. He has been a great 

mentor. I've learned many important things from him. He guided me throughout my entire 

period of my internship. 

 

 

Duration of Internship 

As an Intern Journalist at The Daily Samakal, I have worked for thirteen weeks [3 

month]. My internship at The Daily Samakal started at 13 June 2019and It ended at 

04thSeptember, 2019. In this time I learned More.This internship, Change My 

Knowledge. Now I can write Bangla by bijoy Writing software. Now I can write news. 

Now I can think More. Now I know More Information  
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Chapter Two 
Activities during Internship 
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My Duties as a Reporter 

The reportingsection of newspapers consists of a number of senior and junior reporters of 

different beats. The basic role of a reporter is to create reports& stories.The functions of a 

reporters are as follows:- 

Collecting Information: 

As a reporter, I became a part of several reports, including special reports. But I mostly 

covered entertaining events for the entertainment beat. I had to attend many events and 

interviews, I showed my skills and developed them by working as a photographer. But I 

also wrote the reports myself of many events.For that, I had to collect information about 

the event or incident I was covering. So I had to go to the location where the events took 

place. I had to attend meetings, interviews’, press releases and gathered valuable 

information’s and photos for the report.  

Report Writing: 

As a reporter it was my primary job to write report & Collect Informations. But I mostly 

showed my potentials and talents in photography. But I also covered reports myself and 

wrote about the events I had to attend. I wrote about the events by gathering information 

and by talking to many peoples. With the help of my supervisor. 

Covering Events: 

As a reporter I was assigned in most entertaining news where I could develop my skills. 

Mostly I was assigned to cover events which took place at press club. I also covered 

events which took place in other places. I covered for the General beat and my topics 

were press conferences, conferences, meetings, summits, exhibitions, prize giving 

ceremonies, inauguration ceremonies etc.  
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List of weekly activities 

First week to ten week 

 Got instructed by my supervisor 

 Introduced myself with reporters  

 Got a desk to work  

 Learned about the General beats and created reports. 

 Submitted my reports to my supervisor at The Daily Samakal. 

 I practiced typing in Bengali. 

 I shared my written reports to my other co-worker. 

 I became close to my office mates. 

 Explored the online section. 

 I got some new assignments for online section. 

 I started typing for the news reports. 

 I recorded videos for documentary reports for YouTube. 

 I was assigned to go outdoor for online reports. 

 I was assigned to go to Mirpur DOHS, Gorai Production House to gather 

information. 

 I went to other places during my intern for other media works that are covered by 

the Samakal. 

 I was accompanied by a sub editor. He took me to many places. 

 Went to Shilpakola Academy and took photos. 

 Met with other reporters from independent television, channel 24 etc.  

 Met Reaporter of Bangla Tribune. 

 I used to work on my desk to write and edit news before publishing. 

 I used to work on the revision printing before the news is completely published. 

 This whole week I was at my office. 

 I typed, reports. 

 I used to edit News at my office 
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Chapter Three 
Learning Experiences 
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Knowledge learning 

During my internship at The Daily Samakal, I worked on various places. Mostly I 

covered for General beat including press conferrence, interviewetc. As I worked most of 

the time as a reaporter.I collected Press Realese and valuable informations about the 

events to publish on The Daily Samakal. 

During my works I learned a lot of new things, experienced the professional world, and 

met a lot of new people including professionals. Knowledge that I had gathered during 

my internship are listed below 

Earn knowledge about news: As a fresher in the world of journalism, I had no 

practicalexperience about news making other than academic learning. So I learned 

fromother reportersabout news gathering and writing. I met a few professional 

reporters and senior journalists while covering regular events.They advised and 

helped in a lot of situation.  

 

 

Special experience 

I am a final semester student of Journalism and Mass Communication of Daffodil 

International University. But during my four years of academic learning, I was not 

involved any media work or publication. After joining the Daily Samakal as an intern, I 

wroteseveralwriting news and that is published on the Daily Samakal and I’ve proven my 

skills in the Reporting section. 

Once, I was assigned to cover a program which took place in the Radisson Blu it was an 

special experience for me. 
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Chapter Four 
Evaluation of Learning 
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Differences between academic learning and practical work 

I have learned that practical work is way more different than academic learning, 

especially in case of photo journalism. Field work, gave me the opportunity work under 

pressure.During our academic education, we had more than enough time to complete our 

assignments. But during our internship, the deadline was much shorter that makes it 

harder to manage both field work and academic regulations. Also during our academic 

life we didn’t have access inall necessary equipment. But, in professional life I rarely 

faced the same problem.  

Even though, my academic education played an important role on my works. They 

worked like guidelines. Academic learning deals with assignments, notes, exams, 

presentations. On the other hand Practical learning means I had to attend an event gather 

information and photos regarding it. Practical work means the real experience of a certain 

matter. Academic learning just shows a path with rules and regulations which helps us in 

the sector of real job. Without practical learning no one will be able to understand their 

duties, responsibilities and capabilities. 

 Expectation and Experience 

I worked for the daily published by my university butthis was my first time working in a 

national newspaper with professionals, I wasn’t really sure what to expect. But as a 

student of Journalism and Mass Communication, I had a limited idea on how it could be. I 

utterly misunderstood. Though not everything was a shocking surprise, most of it was 

completely new. 

The professional environment has its own kind of intimidation. As I have stated before, 

photo journalism is one ofthe most challenging part.As I covered for entertainment beat I 

mostly worked for Interesting stories.Some days are dull. I knew this would happen. But 

to experience it thyself was different. It felt duller. But, there were also days when the 

rush was exciting. Those were the days a journalist enjoys the best. Submitting your work 

right before the deadline or a breaking-news hour is full of excitement. 
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Skills developed during my internship 

During my internship at The Daily Samakal, I was mostly assigned to cover daily 

conferences and events held at press club and other places. Besides, I also did special 

reports and weather reports.  During my tenure I had acquired various skills. They are 

listed below. 

 Collecting resources. 

 Practical field experience. 

 Preparation before field visit. 

 Proper time management. 

 Professionalism and confidence. 

 Developing social relationships. 

 Complying with office rules and regulations. 

 Pick up the right word for writing story. 

 Developed Photography skills for news reports. 

 Exploring available online sources for additional information. 

Opportunity and future career 

An internship is a milestone to a student to reach their desired goal to achieve what they 

really want from the subject he/she wished to prove their capability. It is an experience 

that should enhance a student's academic, career, and personal development. Whether it is 

paid or unpaid, part-time or full-time, it can play a significant role in career building. 

Without practical experience it is very hard to get a job. A person may have a good 

academic certificate but without practical experience he/she can be compared to a burden 

for the company because they don’t want to spend their time after freshers. Internship 

creates the perfect opportunity to gather experience. During my internship, I connected 

with many professional individuals and widened the area of my connections, which I 

believe will help me in my professional life and in career development.As I received a 

good feedback from my work I think I can improve my career as a photo journalist. I also 

got the opportunity to observe the workplace and see if it matches expectations. I learned 

new skills that widened my knowledge. I had the opportunity to practice communication 

and teamwork skills. Applied some of the ideas learned in my academic life. Most 
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importantly,I metnew peoples and practiced networking skills while establishing a 

network of professional contacts, mentors, and references.  

My internship created an opportunity to gain valuable experience and accomplishments to 

add to my resume/CV. Through internships work I gain some knowledge and experience 

on feature writing and  which will help me to get a reputed career in the field of 

journalism. We know that it’s quite impossible to get a good position in job without a 

heavy resume. Companies are more likely interested to hire one who has previous work 

experience. 
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Chapter Five 
Conclusion 
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SWOT analysis of the organization 

Strengths: 

• Comparably new but acclaimed Bengali newspaper.  

• Strong, independent editorial policy. 

• Have brilliant reporters with the abilities to do excellent investigative reporting. 

• Covers a vast area, not just Dhaka- centric. 

• Have professional reporters. 

• Has good readership. 

 

Weaknesses: 

• The online section has room for improvement. 

• Lacks adequate transportation system. 

• Politically biased to an extent. 

• Office management has room for improvement. 

• Lacks sufficient technology and tools to support every employee. 

Opportunities: 

• New reporters can be employed for the online section. 

• The facilities currently reporters enjoy, can be increased.  

• Circulations can be increased.  

• Transportation system can be better.  

Threats: 

• More political Influence. 

• Online news reduces sells of hard copies. 

• Readers are discouraged to subscribe newspaper as they think papers are threat for 

environment. 

• Lawsuits for misrepresentation of any news or information.  
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Recommendations 

I have done my internship program in country’s one of the remarkable media of mass 

communication. I must say that I have got the proper monitoring from my supervisor and 

other seniors. But the time limit of the internship program (three months) is not sufficient 

to enrich a student’s knowledge and experience. I would like to point out the following 

things as my recommendations after finding the problems. 

 Daffodil International University should extend the duration of the internship 

program so that the students can gain knowledge and experience of field work 

properly. 

 Every Semisters Student Need to learn Bangla typing .  

 There should not be any course left during the last semester of graduation so that a 

student can concentrate on his/her internship program properly. 

 The authority of the university may extend the program of internship as six 

months instead of three months. 

 Organizations that gives opportunities for interns they should also provide some 

financial support even if an intern is working as a volunteer. 
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Conclusion 

The Daily Samakal tried to satisfy its readers from the beginning. My own experience 

there, during the internship was very inspiring. Still, I need to improve my 

communication skills more. 

The organization is always keen to try new and creative things. They allow departments 

and individuals to work cross-functionally, and create an environment of learning and 

constant renewal. Exchanging ideas always improves communication and the knowledge 

that top management is open and willing to act on the ideas improves trust.  

As this was my first time in any news media or we can say one of the leading national 

daily, three months working at The Daily Samakal will always be very special to me. 

These three months was very important for me to grasp a grab of the professional world 

and in which way I'm heading to.Now, I believe, I am ready and confident to step forward 

to make a career out of photo journalism in the future and face it with full effort.  

On the whole, this internship was a useful experience. I have gained new knowledge, 

skills and met many new people. I got insight into professional practice. The internship 

helped me to find out what my strengths and weaknesses are. This helped me to define 

what skills and knowledge I have to improve in the coming time. And I hope this 

practical work experience along with the academic learning will help me to build a 

reputed career. 
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My Work 
 

 

Everyday I was covered Samakal Weather News . This is My writing report. 
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